RT-PCR amplification of mRNA from single brain neurospheres.
A method is described that allows cDNA production from individual brain cell clones or 'neurospheres'. These culture-generated spheres of stem, progenitor, and differentiated cells have been the focus of interest because they represent an in vitro model of neurogenesis. However, because neurospheres are somewhat resistant, in part due to their enclosure by a dense extracellular matrix, to methods attempting to disrupt them and isolate nucleic acids, there is a need for new technology that affords the simple and efficient RT-PCR for studies of neural gene expression and discovery. A method is described here that uses sonication and an all-in-one approach for the construction of cDNA from single neurospheres. The generation of cDNA from individual adult brain stem/progenitor cell neurospheres is useful for future studies of neurogenic gene expression.